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We demonstrate that a microfabricated bump array can concentrate genomic-length DNA
molecules efficiently at continuous, high flow velocities, up to 40µm/s, if the single-molecule DNA
globule has a sufficiently large shear modulus. Increase in the shear modulus is accomplished by com-
pacting the DNA molecules to minimal coil-size using polyethylene glycol (PEG) derived depletion
forces. We map out the sweet spot where concentration occurs as a function of PEG concentra-
tion and flow speed using a combination of theoretical analysis and experiment. Purification of
DNA from enzymatic reactions for next-generation DNA-sequencing libraries will be an important
application of this development.

The first step in mapping and sequencing a genome,
or parts of it, is typically extraction of genomic-length
double-stranded DNA molecules from cells. These ex-
tremely long molecules have contour lengths of 10–
1000µm, and there are basically two ways to sort and
concentrate them according to length: (1) by gel elec-
trophoresis at very low fields (and correspondingly long,
multi-day run times) to avoid elongation of the spherical
random coils that these molecules form in solution [1],
(2) by full elongation either in crossed fields [2, 3] or via
stretching in nanochannels [4].

While stretching of the DNA, either in post arrays or in
nanochannels, is an attractive technology that is rapidly
growing in popularity [5], it does not easily scale to high
single-molecule throughput, which is needed for prepar-
ative work [6]. However, most techniques that do not
deliberately stretch the DNA rely on a conformation of
the molecule that is as close to spherical as possible. In-
deed, the first attempt to sort DNA in a nanofabricated
device [7] failed precisely because DNA is so easily elon-
gated in shear fields. Thus, the shear elongation of very
long DNA molecules is not only a fascinating problem
in polymer physics. Its understanding and modulating
is also of great impact in biotechnology where failure to
control the shear moduli in large biopolymers can be very
costly.

Here we raise and control the shear modulus of coils of
genomic-length DNA well enough to concentrate them up
to 87-fold at high speed and continuous flow. This is the
first step towards high-speed, high-throughput sorting of
such DNA according to length with the same technology.

Bump arrays and shear flow.—A bump array, also
known as a deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) ar-
ray is a microfluidic device consisting of a central region
with posts placed on a grid with a row shift (Fig. 1).
Particles smaller than a critical size Dc follow the lami-
nar flow direction, weaving through the post array in a

FIG. 1. DNA concentrator using bump arrays with migra-
tion angle θ = 3.8o. (a) Schematic of the array. (The real
array is 21 times longer than wide: approximately 3 cm long,
1.4mm wide, 10µm deep, and symmetric about the central
wall.) DNA molecules enter via the inlet region, concentrate
along the central (red) wall, and are collected at the product
outlets. Red enlargement = array of circular posts arranged
in rows that are tilted towards the wall, which is also shown.
All particles that follow the 3.8◦-tilted rows of posts, have
concentrated at this wall when they have flowed 1 cm into
the array, for a net concentration of x87 before exiting the ar-
ray. (b) Micrograph composite of purified 166 kbp T4 DNA
in a solution with 10% PEG (w/v) in a flow with a peak speed
of 30 µmm/s. The DNA concentrates along the central wall
as it moves through the bump array.

“zigzag” trajectory, while particles larger than the crit-
ical size are displaced laterally by the posts at each
column. Consequently, they will follow the migration
angle θ in a “bumping” trajectory [8–13]. Previously,
it was demonstrated how a bump array can sort solid
polystyrene beads according to size [14]. The same tech-
nique is being used with high throughput to separate
cancer cells from blood [13, 15].

The separation method of the bump array relies on
particles being globular, and not easily deformable by the
flow. Minimal deformation is important because particles
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FIG. 2. Depletion force induced by PEG crowding. The cen-
ters of PEG molecules cannot come closer to a DNA strand
than the radius of a PEG molecule. Thus each DNA molecule
is surrounded by a zone that is depleted of centers of PEG
molecules: PEG is restricted to the complement of these de-
pletion zones. When depletion zones overlap, they take up less
space, and hence is their complement larger. This increase in
PEG-accessible volume increases the entropy of the PEG so-
lution, which lowers its free energy. This causes an entropic
force that favors increasing overlaps between depletion zones.
At low number-concentrations c of PEG, the pressure that
compresses overlapping depletion zones is ckBT [22]. This
compression of depletion zones results in DNA compaction.

should be pushed (bumped) into adjacent stream lines
by posts blocking their flow along stream lines, giving
rise to non-hydrodynamic forces which break time and
velocity inversion symmetry. Particles too small or too
soft will follow the laminar flow in its zigzag trajectory
around posts. A coiled polymer “particle” may elongate
along the flow lines in response to the shear forces that
it encounters in the array. If it is elongated so much that
its short axis is shorter than the critical size, it will follow
the zigzag path of the flow lines through the array, and
hence not displace laterally.

PEG compacts DNA by depletion force.—Polyethylene
glycol is often used for DNA compaction and precipita-
tion [16–20]. PEG’s presence causes an attractive de-
pletion force [21] between surfaces less than one PEG
diameter apart and hence between such parts of DNA in
a coil that can come close to each other (Fig. 2).

The possibility of using depletion force to hold long
DNA molecules in a relatively firm globular conforma-
tion should allow use of rapid, scalable continuous-flow
methods for DNA manipulation [23, 24]. One such ap-
plication is a DNA concentrator that uses a bump array
to concentrate genomic length DNA molecules (Fig. 1).

Device description.—Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of
the device. It is fabricated in silicon by conventional
photolithography technology and deep anisotropic etch-
ing. For details of the array construction can fabrica-
tion see [25]. A low-concentration DNA solution enters
through the ten inlet channels, flows through the central
bump array region where it is concentrated from 87 chan-

nels on each side to 1 on each side. and leaves through
the 17 outlet channels. The three output channels closest
to the wall are the product outlets.

Experimental results.—For details of the DNA staining
procedure, see [25]. Figure 3 shows fluorescent micro-
graphs of purified 166 kbp T4 DNA under different con-
ditions in the bump array. At zero fluid speed and with
no PEG in the solution, DNA is in a globular conforma-
tion as expected, only slightly deformed by the presence
of the posts [Fig. 3(a)]. The blue concentric circles have
radii of 1 and 2µm, respectively.

Now consider a fixed fluid flow of, say, 20µm/s peak
speed between posts. The flow shears in the bump ar-
ray because of the flow’s no-slip boundary condition at
the surfaces of the posts. Without PEG in the solution,
videos of DNA’s motion through the array show that the
DNA changes dynamically between globular and elon-
gated conformations, see video in [25], as previously ob-
served in shear flows [26]. We use the easily measured

FIG. 3. Purified 166 kbp T4 DNA in microfluidic array.
(a) No PEG added and no flow. The DNA coils up to a
sphere-like object, slightly deformed by the posts. The con-
centric circles have radii of Rg = 1µm and 2Rg, respectively,
with Rg the estimated radius of gyration. (b, c, d) 0, 5, and
10% PEG concentrations, respectively, all at flow speed 20
µm/s. In (b) the DNA is elongated by the shear flow and
reaches a length of ∼ 17µm, i.e., ∼ 30% of its contour length.
It follows the flow through the array. With PEG present (c,d),
DNA is stretched less by the shear flow. At high PEG concen-
trations, DNA can maintain a globular conformation in the
shear flow, hence behaves like a solid particle, and is laterally
displaced deterministically.
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FIG. 4. Heat map of average extent along the flow for 166 kbp
T4 DNA as a function of PEG concentration and peak flow
speed/peak shear rate. This heat map is based on experimen-
tal data recorded at 30 points in the plane, those marked with
circles in Fig. 5. Letters (a)-(d) refer to panels in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Map showing which PEG concentrations and flow
speeds/peak shear rates will concentrate 166 kbp T4DNA
(white area) or not (grey area) in the bump array in Fig. 3.
The map is based on measurements done at the values marked
with open circles. The transition between concentrated out-
put or not is abrupt as function of PEG concentration and
flow speed because of the large number of posts encountered
by a molecule passing through the array [25]. Letters (b)–(d)
refer to panels in Fig. 3.

extent of the molecule in the direction of the flow to
characterize its conformation (Fig. 4), while its trans-
verse extent, which triggers the bumping/zigzag mode,
is difficult to measure.

Figure 3(b) shows an example of a molecule sheared at
a peak flow speed of vx,max = 20µm/s and elongated up
to 17µm, i.e., ∼ 30% of its contour length. See [25] for a
movie of the motion of a T4-DNA molecule at 0% PEG.
The effective width of the sheared molecule is smaller
than the critical size of the array, and, consequently, the
DNA molecule follows a zigzag path through the array.
No lateral displacement takes place (grey area in Fig. 5).

Adding PEG to the solution qualitatively changes the

behaviour of the DNA in the array. For a flow rate of
20µm/s, even 5% PEG makes the conformation of DNA
less extended, with length ∼ 8µm [Fig. 3(c)]. This con-
formation “bumps” through the array, moving along a
tilted row of posts (white area in Fig. 5), in contrast to
the motion without added PEG [Fig. 3(b)]. However, in-
creasing the PEG concentration to 15% diminishes the
size of the DNA to a value below the critical size of the
array, and the DNA follows the flow again. Thus, to con-
centrate DNA at the central wall, the PEG concentration
must be tuned so the DNA can resist the shear force in
the gaps between the posts, but remains sufficiently large
to bump at the posts—the PEG concentration must be
within the white area in Fig. 5.

Theory.—A coarse statistical model of a DNAmolecule
in solution is provided by a freely jointed chain of N =
L/κ segments, where L is the contour length of the
DNA, κ = 2Lp its Kuhn length, and Lp its persistence
length [27, Sec. 9c]. For T4 DNA molecules stained
with YOYO-1, L ≈ 1.12 × 56µm ≈ 63µm [28] and
Lp = 0.050µm, which gives N ≈ 630 segments.

Without PEG in the solution and no flow, this sim-
ple model for the DNA conformation predicts that DNA
forms a coil that is described as a 3-dimensional random
walk with N steps, each step equal to a Kuhn length.
This leads to a Gaussian density distribution. The radius
of gyration for the coil is Rg =

√

R2
0
/6 =

√

〈R2〉/6 =

2Lp

√

N/6 ≈ 1µm [27], where R is the end-to-end dis-
tance of the molecule. Although this estimate is a lower
bound for the size of the molecule since excluded volume
effects are not included [29], the diameter of the molecule
is larger than the gap between the posts, and it is much
larger than the critical diameter Dc ≈ 0.7µm for hard
spheres [25]. Figure 3(a) shows how the posts deform
the DNA coil even in the absence of flow.

In the presence of a fluid flow, DNA molecules experi-
ence a shear stress from the flow’s shear [9]. This shear
deforms the DNA as observed in Fig. 3(b). According to
theory [30], DNA will elongate when the Weissenberg
number Wi = γ̇τ ≃ 1, where γ̇ is the applied shear
rate, and τ is the natural relaxation rate of the poly-
mer. Assuming a parabolic flow profile in gaps of width
g between posts [10], vx(y) = vx,max

[

1− (1 − 2y/g)2
]

for 0 < y < g, and the shear rate in the gap is
γ̇ = dvx/dy = (4vx,max/g)(1− 2y/g). That is, the shear
rate varies linearly with position between the peak value
±4vx,max/g at the post walls, and vanishes at the center
of the gap.

To estimate the relaxation time, we use the scaling
relation [30]

τ ≃ 0.2ηR3

coil

kBT
, (1)

where η = 8.9 · 10−4Pa · s is the viscosity of water, and
Rcoil is the unperturbed coil radius. Setting Rcoil equal to
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the average end-to-end distance R0 gives the relaxation
time τ ≈ 0.7 s. This relaxation time depends crucially
on the value of Rcoil, so we compare it with experimental
relaxation times for λ-DNA molecules at viscosities ηλ
60 and 220 times larger than water’s [26]. Assuming the
scaling relation in Eq. (1) holds and that the size, Rcoil,
of the molecule scales as the square-root of the contour
length, we can estimate a relaxation time for a T4-DNA
molecule in water from the relation

τT4 =
ηwater

ηλ

(√
LT4√
Lλ

)3

τλ , (2)

where Lλ = 22µm is the contour length of a λ-molecule
stained with one YOYO-1 molecule per four bp [31]. The
measured relaxation times are τλ = 6.3 s and 19 s at the
two viscosities. That gives τT4 = 0.5 s and 0.4 s, respec-
tively, in good agreement with our estimate.
For τ = 0.7 s, the corresponding Weissenberg numbers

are in the range ±(1.6 s/µm)vx,max. Even for the low-
est experimentally controllable flow velocities, vx,max ∼
10µm/s, is Wi ≫ 1 except in a small region around the
center of a gap. So the DNA will undergo a coil-stretch
transition when passing through a gap, and no lateral
displacement will occur [see Figs. 3(b), 4, and 5].
Now consider the effect of adding a small flexible poly-

mer, such as PEG, to a solution containing DNA. Then
the depletion force explained in Fig. 2 sets in. As the
concentration of PEG is increased, the DNA undergoes
a coil-globule transition [32]. This changes the radius of
the DNA molecule from the coil value, Rg, at zero PEG
to a much smaller value, Rm. The transition has been
described both theoretically [21, 33] and experimentally,
see, e.g. [17]. The latter showed that the coil-globule
transitions happens at a PEG concentration in the range
from 11% to 19% with a possible first-order transition,
i.e., with a co-existing phase [34].
A simple estimate for the minimum radius Rm that

can be reached by depletion forces, is

4π

3
R3

m = Nvc (3)

where vc ≈ κ2w is the excluded volume of a Kuhn
segment [35], and w = 10 nm is the effective width of
DNA. Here it is, plausibly, assumed that the persistence
length, Lp, and effective diameter, w, of the DNA are
not changed by the compacting caused by the depletion
forces. For T4 DNA molecules, the expected value is
Rm ≈ 0.25µm. This is approximately a factor of four
smaller than the aqueous value, and about three times
larger than the radius both of T4 DNA compacted with
PEG-A and visualized with transmission electron micro-
scope [36], and of the T4 capsid head [37]. Importantly,
this estimate is also significantly lower than the critical
diameter Dc ≈ 0.7µm for “bumping” in the array [38].
Discussion.—From the heat map in Fig. 4, we can un-

derstand the DNA molecules’ behavior in bump arrays.

For PEG concentrations higher than 10%–15%, DNA
molecules have the globular conformation and hence will
not be concentrated at the central wall in the bump array
used here. They are too small. So instead they zigzag
through the array, following flow lines. For lower PEG
concentrations the situation is more complex. Without
PEG, the DNA is sheared by even the smallest accessi-
ble flow values and becomes elongated, to lengths of 10
micron or more as seen in Fig. 4. In a window of mod-
erate PEG concentrations (5%–10%) and moderate flow
velocities (vx,max . 40µm/s), the DNA molecules are
displaced laterally and concentrate at the central wall
(Fig. 5). At these PEG concentrations, the critical peak
shear rate 4vx,max/g is ∼ 100 s−1.

The parameter regime for which concentration oc-
curs depends on the geometry of the array. Consider,
e.g., decreasing the gap size g while not reducing vx,max

proportionally. That will increase the peak shear rate
(±4vx,max/g) in the gap, which will (i) lower the max-
imum flow speed ensuring separation and (ii) increase
the PEG concentration needed to prevent the DNA from
shearing. Decreasing the gap size g will also decrease the
critical sizeDc of the array [9], which leads to bumping at
higher PEG concentrations. In summary, the white area
in Fig. 5 is shifted towards higher PEG concentrations
and lower flow speeds.

Summary and outlook.—We have demonstrated how
the extent and shear modulus of DNA conformations
can be controlled by depletion force. This control was
put to practical use in a bump array that consequently
could concentrate DNA molecules in a continuous flow:
The DNA was concentrated to a single channel bump
channel i.e., x87 fold concentration before exiting—with
throughput up to 0.25µL/h (at 40 µm/s in white area
in Fig. 5). Increasing the concentration from x87 can be
accomplished by making the array wider, which also will
increase the throughput.

As a potential application, purification of DNA from
enzymatic reactions used to produce next-generation
DNA sequencing libraries typically require a series of
enzymatic processing steps, each step ending with pu-
rification of the DNA products away from the modifying
enzyme. Since the processing enzymes are orders of mag-
nitude smaller than their DNA substrates, bump arrays
are a promising mechanism for accomplishing DNA pu-
rifications in a flow-based microfluidic system. At the
right combination of flow rate and PEG concentration,
processed DNA products will bump laterally through the
bump array, preferably into collection channels contain-
ing enzyme-free buffer, while the enzymes follow the lam-
inar flow path straight down the array, away from the
DNA [39].
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